
How Vampires Became Jewish
Abstract: The connection between antisemitic stereotype and the image of the vampire is examined taking
into account the psychological and historical factors involved The symbolic link between Jews and blood
through a history of blood libel and the depiction of Jews as alien and parasitic are seen the main themes
that allowed the merging of the two images. The evolution of modern antisemitic stereotypes is examined.
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One can draw many parallels between the antisemitic stereotype of the Jew and the image of the vampire:
both are parasitic and drain the life force out of the host –in the case of the vampire the victim and in the
case of the Jews an unwitting nation. Both have a symbolic connection to blood, and contact with either of
them taints the blood. The eternal Jew (Der Ewige Jude of Nazi propaganda) and the vampire represent
different forms of immortality: the Jews are virtually unchanged since the beginning of time and vampires
cannot die on their own. They have certain physical characteristics in common: pallor and a generally
unhealthy aspect, they wear black clothes and loathe the cross, holy water and other symbols of
Christianity. 
We will try to show that far from being coincidental, these similarities are the result of a convergence that
took place at the end of the nineteenth century between the antisemitic stereotype of the Jew and the
image of the vampire. This did not lead to a complete overlap, but rather to a host shared identity clues,
and it worked indirectly, through hints and allusions, allowing the transfer of negative feelings between the
two images.

Blood sucking demons and vampires

Humans are the only species with awareness of its own mortality. This has naturally led to a quest to
overcome it. Gaining immortality has been an abiding aspiration of humankind, present in one form or
another in all the major religions and in our earliest recorded epics.
One of the main functions of culture, according to Becker (1976), is to alleviate the horror of that ultimate
aloneness- death- by offering the alternative of symbolic immortality. Symbolic immortality can be attained
by gaining fame, fortune and power, whether directly or by association with someone who did, or by
joining a social movement which seeks a transcendental goal, such as the greater glory of the Motherland.
The quest for immortality symbols is an undertaking which supports and validates the culture which
generates it. On the other hand, the individual quest for true immortality represents a challenge to the
culture because it brings into question one of its main purposes: death denial. That is why, represented
symbolically by the desire to be like the gods or to cheat death, it usually takes the form of a cautionary
tale. The myth of the vampire is an example, and since it is present in one form or another in most if not all
cultures, an evolutionary point of view would suggest that it must have an adaptive role. It is a warning
about the perils of gaining immortality outside the cultural value system, encouraging people to seek
symbolic immortality with culturally sanctioned means rather than physical immortality. A vampire’s body
does not die, but its captive soul is damned. 
The etymology of the word is unclear, related probably to the Old Russian term “Upir”. In Serbian the word
is “Vampir”, and it passed in this form in German after the vampire hysteria of 1725-1730 forced the
Austrian bureaucracy to write official reports in German. The English “vampire” and the French “vampyre”
are derived from the German version of the word.
As mentioned, the belief in blood drinking demonic beings seems universal and is present in all ancient
cultures. The iron toothed “asanbosam” of the African Ashanti is a vampiric being that hunts people from
trees. The Chinese ”pinyin” kills the living by robbing them of their life essence. The Philippinese
”Mandurugo” , the Malaysian “Pennanggallan”, the Indonesian ”Leyak” prey on pregnant women or their
children In India, the goddess Kali is linked to the drinking of blood, and the vetalas are undead ghouls
who possess bodies. The Colombian “Tunda” and the “Soucouyant” of Trinidad are female monsters while
the Aztec “Cihuateteo”, the spirits of those who died in childbirth, steal children and drive the living insane
by seducing them.
The ancient Persians depicted blood drinking demons on pottery. The Babylonian goddess Lamashtu is
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described as a “flesh eating, blood sucking monster” that preys on pregnant women, drinks the blood of
newborn babies and eats them. The related Babylonian and/or Sumerian myth of Lilitu, which is at the
origin of the Jewish myth of Lilith, also describes a female sexual predator, a demon who feeds on the
blood of babies In Greek mythology, Lamia, feeds on sleeping children, and Empusa seduces men before
drinking their blood. In Roman mythology the strix (from the Greek striges) are the undead; the Romanian
“strigoi” are their direct descendants. 
In 12th century England, stories of revenants can be found in the writings of Walter Map and William of
Newburgh. In late15th and early 16th Century, Saxon accounts of Vlad the Impaler’s bloody Transylvanian
campaign were printed as pamphlets, for example by Ambrosius Huber of Nuremberg in 1499, whose
frontispiece reads: “Here begins the very cruel frightening story about a wild bloodthirsty man Prince
Dracula” . In several other pamphlets, Vlad is called “Prince Dracula, the Great Berserker”. Popular
literature kept alive the specter of Dracula , the bloodthirsty monster and its connection to Vlad the
Impaler.
During the 1720’s and 1730’s vampire hysteria swept over Eastern Europe, leading to the desecration of
the graves of those suspected of being vampires and the driving of stakes through their hearts in an effort
to banish them for good. In Serbia, the cases of Peter Plogojowitz, Arnold Paole and Sava Savannovic
gained notoriety, forcing Empress Maria Theresa to dispatch her own physician, Gerard van Swieten to
investigate. He concluded that vampires did not exist, but Voltaire disagreed: “These vampires were
corpses, who went out of their graves at night to suck the blood of the living, either at their throats or
stomachs, after which they returned to their cemeteries. The persons so sucked waned, grew pale, and
fell into consumption; while the sucking corpses grew fat, got rosy, and enjoyed an excellent appetite. It
was in Poland, Hungary, Silesia, Moravia, Austria, and Lorraine, that the dead made this good cheer”.
(Philosophical Dictionary).
A century later, in Rhode Island, the body of Mercy Brown, suspected of being a vampire and the cause of
her brother’s illness was exhumed. Her heart was removed, burned and the ashes made into a mixture
that was fed to her brother. He died anyway.
The origins of the modern cultural phenomenon of the vampire can be traced back to Romanticism.
Polidori’s 1819 “ The Vampyre:A Tale” was the first English publication of a vampire story, followed in
1847 by James Malcolm Rymer’s “Varney the Vampire or The Feast of Blood.” and in 1872 by Sheridan
Le Fanu’s “Carmilla” . Bram Stoker’s “Dracula” was published in 1892 and it started a vampire fad that
goes on to this day. What are the reasons for this enduring interest? 

The psychological symbolism of the vampire

From a psychological standpoint, the vampire represents powerful conflicts, as Jones (1931) noted. The
idea of the return of a loved one can elicit conflicts centered on love, hate, guilt and the denial of death. As
the wish to be reunited with a lost loved one is fraught with anxiety, desire becomes mixed with fear and
love with aggression .The fear of destroying the loved one and of being hurt, the lust, the anger felt toward
the loved one are all part of the relationship between vampire and victim.
The behavior of the vampire has obvious sexual connotations: the penetration, the drawing of blood are
references to virginity. The vampire represents the lure of the exotic, the danger of giving in to desire. He
sneaks into the bedroom of a maiden, and his seductive powers overwhelm the vulnerable victim. In a
world dominated by rigid Victorian mores allowing oneself to be seduced leads to utter destruction: the
women who give in to Count Dracula become child killers and ultimately die. The seduction aspect of the
relation between vampire and victim has been emphasized by some interpreters of the role of Dracula, for
example Louis Jourdan
The vampire is also a complex ambivalent symbol. Because it subsists on the nourishing fluid it sucks, the
vampire is orally dependent, like an infant. Because it has to bite to get his food, it is orally aggressive like
an infant biting the breast This indicates that the vampire represents a regression to a very early stage in
infancy: teething when the conflict is between the natural desire to bite and the desire to receive continued
love and nourishment. The successful outcome of this conflict requires the child to gain mastery over a
desire for the first time in life. The disapproval and punishment that follow the biting behavior, and the
frustrations associated with the withholding of the feeding and the perceived loss of love, are incorporated
into a developing personality structure-the” Bad Me”- which is an internalized and later generalized
repository of patterns of behavior that elicit negative reactions. In this sense the vampire represents the
return of the repressed, the re-emergence of the Bad Me.
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The vampire is a parasitic being. It depends on humans for nourishment, yet it kills them. The fear of
destroying what one loves is another deep seated anxiety which has its roots in the child’s fear that his
anger can cause harm to others.
Finally, the vampire is alien – the other onto whom we project our fear of strangers, our sexual and violent
fantasies.

Jews and blood

Blood constitutes the symbolic connection between Jews and vampires .The symbolic importance of blood
is made clear in the Old Testament, for example in Leviticus 17:11:” For the life of the flesh is in the blood:
and I have given it to you upon the altar to make an atonement for your souls: for it is the blood that
maketh an atonement for the soul” and in Exodus 24:8 “And Moses took the blood, and sprinkled it on the
people, and said, Behold the blood of the covenant, which the Lord hath made with you concerning all
these words” as well as in the New Testament in Hebrews 9:22 “And according to the law almost all things
are purified with blood, and without shedding of blood there is no remission” and in 1 John 1:7 “But if we
walk in the light, as he is in the light, we have fellowship one with another, and the blood of Jesus Christ
his Son cleanseth us from all sin.”
The connection between Jews and blood can be traced back to the blood curse in Matthew 27: 24-25 “His
blood be on us and our children” which constitutes the basis for blood libel: the accusation of human
sacrifice performed for obtaining the blood of the victim for ritual purposes. The function of the blood libel
is to validate and maintain core antisemitic beliefs (Dan, 2008). Accusations of blood libel against the
Jews precede Christianity : Apion of Alexandria accused the Jews of annually fattening a Greek in the
Temple to offer his body as a sacrifice, and certainly there is a history of Islamic blood libel:(Amasya 1545,
Damascus 1840, Rhodes 1840) but the accusations of blood libel started proliferating in Europe after the
12th century .Typically the unexplained death or the disappearance of a Christian child was followed by
the accusation that the Jews murdered the child in a re-enactment of the crucifixion, and collected the
blood to be used as an essential component of the Passover Matzoth, or as a remedy for some
mysterious ailment typical of the Jews. The Jews are believed to be afflicted with hemorrhages (Thomas
of Monmouth, 1173, The Life and Miracles of William), or Jewish men are said to menstruate (Tyrnau
1494), and need to drink Christian blood (solo sanguine Christiano) as an only remedy (remedium).
“Furthermore, Jewish communities are said to draw lots to decide “which congregation or city” will “kill the
Christian as we killed Christ” in order “to send Christian blood to the other congregations.” (Thomas of
Monmouth, The Life and Miracles of William, 1173). Note how the myth of worldwide Jewish conspiracy is
added on to amplify the concept of collective guilt, and at the same time serve as an explanation for the
apparently random location of the re-occurrence of blood libel around Easter.” (Dan 2008) 
The proof of blood libel was either considered self evident, obtained by torture (Tyrnau 1484, Bazin 1529,
Rhodes 1840, Syria 1840); or proven by a miracle ((Margraviate of Baden 1267, Alsace 1270, Oberwesel
1286).and was sometimes followed by a massacre (Norwich 1144, Blois 1171, and Trentino 1475)..By
1532, blood libel had become part of the popular culture: Chaucer, in “The Prioress’ Tale”, describes the
death, at the hand of the Jews, of Little Saint Hugh of Lincoln, which had taken place two hundred years
ago. The Jewish Encyclopedia lists 121 documented instances of blood libel from 1144 to 1900.
[bold]Jews and Vampires: the convergence of stereotypes[bold]
With the advent of racial antisemitism, the concept of the Jews being a race rather than as a religion led to
the emergence of a stereotypical image of the Jew which emphasized the perceived defects as signs of
biological inferiority. Drumont (1986) notes that the Jew has “ a hooked nose, blinky eyes, tightly packed
teeth, salient ears, square rather than almond shaped nails, an overly long torso, flat feet, the ankle turned
very much outward, an arm often shorter than the other... and the soft and melting hand of the hypocrite or
traitor.” (1886, p. 34) He also quotes Lavalier ‘s description of the physical characteristics of the Jew:”the
pale face, the hooked nose, the sunken eyes, the prominent nose, the pronounced development of the
constrictor muscles of the mouth, the fuzzy hair, red or dark, the sparse beard, normally indicative of
effeminate character” (p.34) .
An alternative stereotype is that of the bloated Jew, who retains the hooked nose, salient ears, thick lips
and beard, and usually represents a predatory business man. As Oisteanu (2009) has shown, there are
many images of “the imaginary Jew” and sets of beliefs associated with them within the same culture,
differing in various degrees from”the real Jew”. The stereotypes described above where the dominant
ones in Western Europe, within an antisemitic mind set.
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The Jews are seen as sapping the host nation of its vital energy. They are, in Drumont’s words”like an evil
bird that occupies the nest that others have built.” Because of their ability to adapt to most societies and
yet remain unchanged, the Jews are seen as possessing symbolic immortality obtained at the detriment of
other nations. Comparisons of Jews with parasites, including blood sucking parasites such as leeches,
lice, bed bugs etc. were common. Karl Lueger, the mayor of Vienna from 1897 to 1910, a man Hitler
called ”an inspiration”, referred to the Jews as “Blutsauger” – a word meaning “bloodsucker” or “vampire”.

A contemporary cartoon published in Germany illustrates the manner in which religious and political
antisemitic themes merge: it depicts a Satan like figure with horns and a pointy beard, clad in a black
cloak emblazoned with a Star of David, standing astride the Earth and holding up a flag while planting a
foot shaped like an eagle’s claw on a fallen maiden. He holds a bloody scimitar in his other hand; behind
him there is a broken cross and to the side a fallen crown. Another cartoon depicts Jews clad in black
clothes committing ritual murder.
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Commenting on the physical blemishes of the Jews, Drumont asserts “Physical degradation always follow
moral degradation, even more so in the case of the Jews”. This was a recurring antisemitic theme: with
blood being seen as the locus of heredity and race, the mixing of inferior, Jewish blood with that of the
superior blood of the host nation was seen as necessarily resulting in degeneracy. Just as the bite of the
vampire caries the contagion with it, the contact with the Jews taints the blood. In these context depictions
of the Jews as sexual predators suggest that the Jews are determined to racially undermine the host
nation. The relationship between vampire and victim has its parallel in the relationship between the host
nation and the Jews..
According to Bering (1992), one core antisemitic belief is that “.Jews bring disaster on their 'host societies'
or on the whole world, and they are doing it secretly” allowing the antisemites to feel that they have to
unmask the danger represented by the Jews in self defense.. 
The 1882 blood libel trial of Tisza Eszlar , Hungary, was widely covered in the European press and kept
the connection between Jews and blood alive in the public consciousness. In 1888 the gruesome murders
committed by Jack the Ripper terrorized the East End of London. Almost one third of the suspects were
Jews, a disproportionate number compared to the percentage of Jews in the general population.(Severyn
Closowski, Aaron Kominsky. Michael Ostrog, Carl Feigelbaum, John Pizer, David Cohen and Joseph
Silver) As Gilman (1991) notes, the description of Jack the Ripper printed in the press: “dark beard and
moustache, dark jacket and trousers, dark felt hat, spoke with a foreign accent” was modified in the
accompanying published portrait by the addition of a hooked nose, thick eyebrows and prominent ears,
bringing it much closer to the antisemitic stereotypical image of the Jew.
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Jack the Ripper sketch, Illustrated Police News, September 1888
From Sander Gilman “The Jew’s Body” p.115

Robinson (2009) observes that the last quarter of the nineteenth century in Britain was a period of mass
emigration from Eastern Europe, accompanied by a rise in xenophobia and racism, including antisemitism
and makes the argument that Dracula is not a medieval monster, but a metaphor for modernity and British
antisemitism. She notes that Dracula’s precursors, namely Lord Ruthven of Polidori’s “Vampyre”, Rymer’s
Varney and Le Fanu’s Carmilla “typically belong(ed) to the circles they preyed upon, no worse than a local
decadent aristocrat,”(2009), while Dracula is a foreigner, sharing some of the characteristics of the
immigrant: a foreign accent, dubious hygiene habits, a lack of loyalty to one’s country., a proclivity for
criminal activity, which are mixed with some of the elements of the antisemitic stereotype: mercantilism, a
desire to “pass” in English society and to adapt to it in order to subvert it. While noting that Count Dracula
is a composite figure sharing some of the characteristics of the older, German immigrants as well as the
newer, East European ones, Robinson nonetheless believes that because his preoccupation with financial
transactions and money, “Count Dracula is the faithful embodiment of the caricature of the Jew as greedy
and parasitic.”(2009)
Stoker had made the connection between his fictitious character, Count Dracula the vampire, and the
historic character Vlad Dracula the Impaler, claiming they were one and the same. Nicholas Modrussa of
Cusa had met Vlad the Impaler while the latter was in captivity in Visegrad Castle, and left a detailed
physical description: “He was not very tall, but very stocky and strong, with a cruel and terrible
appearance, a long straight nose, distended nostrils, a thin and reddish face in which the large wide-open
green eyes were framed by bushy black eyebrows, which made them appear threatening. His face and
chin were shaven but for a moustache. The swollen temples increased the bulk of his head. A bull's neck
supported the head, from which black curly locks were falling to his wide-shouldered person."
Compare this with Stoker’s description of Dracula: “a tall old man, clean shaven save for a long white
moustache, and clad in black from head to foot... His face was a strong, a very strong, aquiline, with high
bridge of the thin nose and peculiarly arched nostrils, with lofty domed forehead, and hair growing scantily
round the temples but profusely elsewhere. His eyebrows were very massive, almost meeting over the
nose, and with bushy hair that seemed to curl in its own profusion. The mouth, so far as I could see it
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under the heavy moustache, was fixed and rather cruel-looking, with peculiarly sharp white teeth. These
protruded over the lips, whose remarkable ruddiness showed astonishing vitality in a man of his years. For
the rest, his ears were pale, and at the tops extremely pointed. The chin was broad and strong, and the
cheeks firm though thin. The general effect was one of extraordinary pallor” Stoker goes on further noting
the hands: “rather coarse, broad, with squat fingers.”
As one can see the touches added by Stoker: changing the nose from straight to hooked, the complexion
from reddish to pale, as well as the additions: the pointy and pale ears, the cruel mouth, the coarse hands
with squat fingers, the black clothing are meant to increase the similarity between Dracula’s appearance
and the antisemitic stereotype of the Jew as well as the “criminal type” as described by Lombroso, whose
theories were in vogue. The scientific view at the end of the nineteenth century was strongly influenced by
Social Darwinism, thus conferring to the perceived negative characteristics of the Jews the immutability of
a biological fact. One does not have to travel far to reach Goebbels point of view that “The Jews are...a
pseudopeople wielded together by a history of hereditary criminality.”
I am not making the argument that Stoker was an antisemite, but rather as Davison puts it “"anti-Semitism
has remained a consistent and readily adaptable component in British identity construction" (2004,p. 14)
For example, Stoker describes Dracula bringing a child to feed his vampire wives, thus linking him
symbolically to the history of blood libel. Dracula becomes emblematic of the outside forces taking over
the country from its rightful inheritors and changing its destiny Stoker used the fear of that eternal “other” –
the Jew- as well as the fear and resentment against the new immigrants to amplify the anxiety evoked by
the character of the vampire. The relationship is dynamic, reciprocal and reversible: in Nazi propaganda
the anxiety evoked by the vampire was used to amplify the anxiety and resentment created by the Jews.

Max Shreck as Nosferatu the Vampire

Once established, the connection between the image of the vampire and the antisemitic stereotype of the
Jew continued to be exploited. In Frantz Murnau’s “Nosferatu”, the eponymous main character (we are
told the name means “Bird of Death”) bears a strong resemblance to an antisemitic caricature. He is
accompanied by an invasion of rats and suspected of having brought the plague. The accusation of
carrying disease and pestilence was often made against the Jews during the Middle Ages, and is a major
theme of anti Jewish Nazi propaganda.
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Peter Lorre as “M”, the child murderer

In Fritz Lang’s “M” Peter Lorre (who was Jewish) plays the role of a pedophile serial killer. His portrayal is
considered one of the defining performances in the history of cinema. (The character was based on Peter
Kurten, the vampire of Dusseldorf., who attacked 41 victims, killing 9 of them before he was arrested. May
24th, 1930) .The Nazi propaganda machine made an issue of Lorre’s Jewishness, accusing him, in the
movie Der Ewige Jude, of harboring secret sympathies for the murderer and portraying him in a manner
intended to create compassion for the criminal rather than the victim.
In the cartoons and posters of the Nazi era, the Jew is represented both as bloated with the blood and
wealth of other nations, as a pedophile, or as a monstrous creature bent on world domination
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The Jew as pedophile
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The Jew as a monster dominating the world. Note the similarities with Nosferatu

After the Holocaust, the negative image of the Jews underwent a modification, and for a number of years
the Jew was the symbol of the ultimate victim. This was accompanied by a de facto interdiction of public
manifestations of antisemitism in most of Western Europe. However, according to The Pew Global
Attitudes Project Report, the unfavorable view of the Jews has increased significantly in Europe, and a
new type of antisemitism has grown rapidly, a type that is not seen as politically incorrect and whose
target was Israel.

The evolution of antisemitism. A new convergence of stereotypes: Israelis and
Nazis

With the advent of worldwide television and the internet it became increasingly hard to maintain the old
stereotype of the Jew. The exploits of the Israeli army and the images of Jews everywhere undercut the
argument that Jews are not fit for military service, are physically inept, or indeed that an identifiable type of
Jew even exists. In addition, as of late, the image of the vampire in popular culture enjoys a vogue and
has acquired a certain romantic panache. This undermined its usefulness as a component of the old
antisemitic stereotype which had lost its effectiveness anyway. 
Several adjustments were made: Israel has become a stand-in for the Jews, and is depicted as sadistic,
militaristic and bent on world domination. Making Israel the ostensible target for negative feelings offered
antisemites the additional advantage of not being hindered by the legacy of the Holocaust. A new potent
symbol of evil was found and connected to the depiction of Israel: Nazism. The dynamic of this new
connection is similar to the previous vampire –Jew one: the negative feelings associated with Nazism are
projected onto Israel and by extension, the Jews.
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Ariel Sharon as Hitler

Cartoons of Israelis identified both by the Star of David and the swastika, performing atrocities, ritual murder,
cannibalism of children can be found in abundance in the Arabic and Western press. As Kotek noted in a 2004
interview “other predominant antisemitic zoomorphic motifs are the blood-thirsty vampire and the octopus. The
vampire image is a classic theme used by antisemites. I have not found any other people besides the Jews
represented as such.”
These representations lay the foundation for a genocidal mind set by dehumanizing the Jews, making them the focus
of hostile projections and justifying pre-emptive violence against them. Frequent parallels are drawn between Israeli
actions and the Holocaust, paradoxically often in countries which deny the Shoah ever took place. The drumbeat of
antisemitism goes on.
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Blood Libel Cartoon

As Eotvos Karoly, the defender of Jews in the 1882 blood libel trial of Tisza Eszlar, wrote: “There are Jews
everywhere. Their role in each society is larger than their proportion in it. Because of this, jealousy accompanies them
in the great race of life. Their religion has its origins in ancient times, and still stands today. Their racial being is the
very same today as four and a half thousand years ago, when one could find nary a trace of today’s great cultures
and nations....
. That is why the mob cannot forget the blood libel… why the flames of the blood libel flare up from time to time… and
its embers still glow after one and a half thousand years, under the layers of ashes and oblivion. And yet, they cannot
be extinguished definitively” (1904, p. 3).
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Editor’s Note: The following article may legitimately be termed a rant. It’s the only available option left to
those of us in the world who know the truth about the Jews and Israel and the power that they wield over
nations and peoples of the world due to their inordinate and criminal control of the media and the banking
system; we who are unwilling to sit by and do nothing when forced to witness these heinous acts of
barbarity such as are occurring in the defenceless state of Gaza, Palestine.
As such my language and the graphics employed to get across my personal sense of frustration with my
government and with the Jews themselves who are slaughtering the family of man like so many sheep are
not the standard fare that I normally use in discussing the Zionist Jew Problem. Compared of course with
what they are doing in real time to the Palestinian people its nothing in terms of being offensive. Those
offended by my language and not outraged by the actions of the Jews in Israel and Canada’s government
spokesmen are themselves lost and deluded.
So be it.
Arthur Topham – Editor
––––––––––––––––

ZIONISM: Demonic Jewish Death Cult
By

Arthur Topham
July 14th, 2014

Recently my wife and I  had the wonderful opportunity to spend some time with my daughter and our
granddaughter at our home here in the Cariboo region of beautiful British Columbia. It had been four years
since we were able to do this as my constant legal battle with the Jewish Lobby group B’nai Brith Canada
over the past eight years placed me in a position where we were unable to travel and visit family.
Finally seeing our ten year old granddaughter was a joy indeed and a very heart-warming reminder of just
how precious one’s family truly is.
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But all the while that we were enjoying each others’ company and having fun and reminiscing about past
times and future plans, across the world in Gaza, Palestine, the Israeli Jews were busy with their endless
blood-letting and slaughter of Palestinian children, women and men in their diabolical and insane effort to
murder every non-Jew in the former Holy land that stands in their way of gaining absolute control over
lands and resources that never ever belonged to them from day one.

As I watched and listened and prayed for the cessation of bombing and mayhem I looked in vain to the
West for some display of outrage but, beyond those who have always stood up for the Palestinian people
and their just cause to remain the owners of the lands stolen from them since 1948, I looked in vain.
Where was (and is) my government as this slaughter of children and defenceless adults goes on daily with
sickening and disgusting furor?
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Instead of our government leaders calling for peace and an outright condemnation of the actions of Israel
we get the pathetic Foreign ‘Affairs’ faggot Minister John Baird issuing statements like the following on
July 12, 2014:

“Canada rejects UN High Commissioner for Human Rights Navi Pillay’s uncalled-for criticism of Israel’s

response to rocket attacks from Gaza. Focusing her comments on Israel is neither helpful nor reflective of

the reality of this crisis.

 

“There must be no moral equivalence between Hamas, a listed terrorist organization, and its blatant

disregard for human life, and the liberal democratic State of Israel’s duty and obligation to defend its

people from cowardly and indiscriminate attacks.
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“Canada mourns the death and suffering of innocent civilians in Gaza. Responsibility rests solely with

Hamas and its allies, who launched and continue to feed this crisis.

 

“The Israel Defense Forces have taken extraordinary steps to reduce civilian casualties in very difficult and

trying conditions. Israel should be commended—not criticized—for these efforts in the face of an enemy

clearly determined to put civilians, from both sides, in mortal danger to suit its own purposes.

 

“Canada calls on Hamas and other militant groups to end the rocket attacks on Israel and bring an end to

the ongoing violence that threatens the lives of innocent Israelis and Palestinians. The path chosen by

Hamas and its allies does not lead to peace.”

 

Media Relations Office 

Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development Canada

Tel 343-203-7700

media@international.gc.ca

Is it any wonder therefore that the majority of Canadians hide their heads in shame over Canada’s
complicit, bloody, murderous association with the racist, supremacist Jews-only ‘state’ of Israel that PM
Stephen Harper is fully controlled by and praises daily?

And where in hell are the opposition parties in Canada who are always criticizing the policies of that
traitorous criminal maniac Stephen Harper who now heads the Zionist Occupied Conservative
Government of Canada? What are the Liberals and the NDP and Greens saying to counter this Zionist
mind-induced demonic sorcery that’s taken over the Harper government?
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http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=1304
Where, for God’s sake, are the people of conscience? Where the people who espouse love of their
families and friends and country? Where are those with small children of their own who would likely go
insane with emotional pain, rage, anger and hatred were they to witness their child lying on a hospital
table like the young girl in the graphic header above this article with their limbs blown off and their guts
hanging out from their little bodies?
Where are the Christians who supposedly believe in the teachings of their master Jesus Christ? It was He,
recall, who warned them of this “synagogue of Satan” and Devil and those who called themselves “Jews”
but were in reality Satanic, Luciferian blood-worshipping psychopaths with hearts of stone and minds
possessed by demonic fiends from the furthest reaches of Hell? Where in God have they all gone? Why
do they remain silent as lambs as the Jews in Israhell feast on their demonic blood-lust at the expense of
the defenceless Palestinian populace? Worse still, why have they allowed themselves to be brainwashed
by their priests into praising and believing in this demonic death cult? Did not Jesus tell the world that we
would know these devils by “their fruits”? Well, we’re seeing what the “fruit” of the Jews is – blood, death,
destruction, lies and savagery.
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And what of our great washed Canadian intelligentsia who continually wax eloquent about all other topics
of interest yet suddenly go mute when atrocities of the likes of the Jews in Israel are occurring? Where is
their united voice? Where is their wisdom and acumen now that the shit’s hit the fan once again and the
dogs of war are loosed upon the defenceless population in Gaza? Are they too preoccupied watching the
soccer game or playing golf or lazying by the pool to stand up and speak out?
But more importantly still (and here I believe we come to the crux of the matter in terms of a collective
understanding of the Jews and how they play the Gentiles against each other), where the hell is that newly
self-appointed saviour of the Christians here in Canada, ‘Saint’ Ezra Levant, when it comes to exposing
and denouncing these horrible crimes against the Palestinian children and their parents? Did he suddenly
choke on a bagel and is unable to voice the true Christian faith and the words of their teacher because in
reality he’s nothing but another Jew interloping, lying, conniving, serpent of Satan who secretly revels in
the blood-lust of his Zionist brethren of the covenant?
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http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=5722
Today is July 14th, 2014 the day on which, two hundred and twenty-five years ago, the attack upon the
Bastille occurred in Paris, France. It was a day of infamy filled with the same insanity that we’re witnessing
in Gaza and it too definitely wasn’t an uprising of the general populace but the work of the same devils
who are now orchestrating the endless wars and destruction that we’re forced to witness on a daily basis
everywhere.
Every time these war-crazed megalomaniacs go on another rampage against the Palestinians I pray that
more and more people will see the utter insanity of their actions and the deliberate and ruthless and cruel
intent of their nature and purpose. This may be occurring but it sure as hell isn’t occurring in the cabinet
offices of governments throughout the West or in the boardrooms of the Jew-controlled media where
they’re working at a feverish pitch to either block or legitimize the criminal acts that are going on in Gaza.
The net is aflame with anti-Zionist commentary and that bodes well for the truth of Israel’s actions but
when are we going to see this translated into some type of justice on the ground; some definite, clear
limits and sanctions placed on this rogue tribe of bloodthirsty psychopaths who constantly break the laws
of the world community with impunity and lust for blood and gore and control?
Throughout history we’ve witnessed what the Jews love to call “pogroms” against their people. Always, it’s
deemed to have been the fault of the Christians or the Muslims or whoever and never due to the actions of
the Jews themselves that they were eventually forced out of nation after nation. After four hundred years
of chicanery and conspiracy and the establishment of their own “spiritual homeland” they’ve been given
the opportunity to show the world that they’re truly a peace-loving and holy people sent by God to teach
the rest of humanity how to live in brotherhood and love.
As always actions speak louder than words and the actions of Israel and the Jews in general with respect
to the carnage occurring in Gaza tells us all that that Jesus was right from the start.
——

Filed Under: B'nai Brith Canada, Editor's Zone, Ezra Levant, France, Gaza, Gaza Flotilla Massacre, Gaza Strip,Jesus, Jesus

Christ, Jew Manufactured "Hate Crime" Laws, Jewish Bolsheviks, Jewish Censorship, Jewish Hatred,Jewish Holocaust

Lie, Jewish Lobby, Jewish power, Jewish Racism, Jewish Ritual Murder, Jewish settlements in Palestinian territory, Jewish

Supremacism, Jewish Talmud, Jewish Terrorists, JEWISH WARMONGERING ISRAEL,Jews, Jews Behind Bolshevik

Revolution, Jews behind the Ukraine coup, John Baird - Foreign Affairs Minister,Palestine, Political Prisoners, Political

Zionism, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, Prime Minister Stephen Harper, Zionism, Zionist Atrocities
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Comments1

Victor says: September 9, 2015 at 1:22 pm

JUDAISM–PSYCHOPATHOLOGY OF A MENTALLY DERANGED CRIMINAL CULT.

Thanks for the great website and this great article. Loved the good work you do. Good luck with the legal
problems (which is a form of Jewish terrorism).

Hatred for mankind, culture, their own white race and other antisocial and criminal traits are common
amongst Judaists. This is because they are taught from childhood the Torah (Old Testament) and Talmud
by their parents and rabbis, which books state that they are “Jews”, descendants of Middle
Eastern/African Torah patriarchs like Abraham (who was a pimp and sold his own wife Sarai as a
prostitute to an African pharaoh). They worship Moshe, (anglicized to Moses) as their prophet.

Their Torah and Talmud are replete with violence and barbarity. Yahweh and Moshe are mass murderers.
The Talmud teaches them they can therefore lie, cheat, exploit and even kill the goyim with impunity. See:
http://www.daatemet.org.il/articles/article.cfm?article_id=118 (click En for English version)

Judaists are also brainwashed from childhood that have always been persecuted by others who they call
“goyim” (eg. Exiled in Egypt, Crusades, Holocaust) and that White Christians often tried to exterminate
them and will do so again, so they must destroy society’s cohesiveness and culture by using the divide
and conquer strategy, such as by promoting the alien invasion, multiculturalism and race mixing. So they
feel justified in using criminal tactics to maintain control, steal and exploit the goyim.

Judaists also want to destroy white Christian nations like USA because they hate Jesus, and believe Mary
was a whore and Jesus is in boiling excrement in hell. (See online: Talmud Unmasked).

Thus brainwashed like sheep by their rabbis and “leaders”, many Judaists became paranoid and antisocial
psychopaths.

The Judaists beliefs about their identity, history and persecution are derived from the Torah. These beliefs
are mostly delusions because the Torah (Old Testament) is fiction, a pure myth. (Much of their history of
persecution is mostly a fabrication fabricated by their leaders to gain power and control over the herd).

In fact, most Judaists are European Whites whose ancestors converted to Judaism in the middle ages.
See Arthur Koestler, 13th tribe; also Dr. Schlomo Sand’s award-winning book reviewed on:
http://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/the-wandering-who-by-gilad-atzmon.html
Also see: http://www.khazaria.com

Also see: The Fallacy of Biological Judaism, By Robert Pollack, on:
http://www.forward.com/articles/9406/
http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/spages/959229.html

Their Torah (OT) is a “forgery” (See: McCabe) and “spurious” (–Thomas Paine). That is obvious from book
1, page 1. The Earth is not 6000 years old. Cultures (unknown to the scribes) flourished much before.
Written records and archeological evidence using carbon dating show man’s presence tens of thousands
of years ago, probably over a 100,000 years ago. A million people cannot live in a vast desert (without
water or food) in a hostile nation for 40 years—and leave no trace.

Moshe (an Egyptian, therefore African and Negro) never existed. His story is copied from the older African
myth of Moses. Exile and Exodus never happened. For e.g., as stated in “Deconstructing the Walls of
Jericho” (by Prof. Ze’ev Herzog of the Dept. of Archaeology, Tel Aviv University): 

1 CH: Ik heb er maar één overgenomen.
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“This is what archaeologists have learned from their excavations in the Land of Israel: the Israelites were
never in Egypt, did not wander in the desert, did not conquer the land in a military campaign and did not
pass it on to the 12 tribes of Israel….”

See: http://www.truthbeknown.com/biblemyth.htm
http://www.jesusneverexisted.com/chosen-people.html
http://www.worldagesarchive.com/Reference_Links/False_Testament_(Harpers).htm

The Negro Moshe could not have parted the Red Sea, not only because it violates the laws of physics,
and there was no Moses, but because there was no Red Sea to cross, since Egypt and Israel have a
common land border! The scribes who fabricated the Torah (OT) were negro barbarian criminals or
“human animals” (–Hitchens) who lied about God and then made up self-serving lies that they are “God’s
Chosen.”

The irony is that the Judaists (aka “J. e. w. s”) hate Jesus and Christians and wish to exterminate the
latter, but the naïve Christians worship the Judaists, their nemesis, because Jesus was a Jew. So the
Christians imagine that the modern Jews are related to him and are “God’s chosen”, and therefore vote for
them and their gentile puppets, buy their filthy movies and magazines, and die in their wars.

In summary, by relying on the insane rantings (Torah) of a gang of mentally deranged black criminals,
Judaists themselves become mentally deranged as evinced by their hatred of mankind, low morals,
rampant criminality, narcissistic delusions, negrophilia, alienism and hatred of whites, (i.e. their own race).

Light skinned people who believe they are “Jews” and worship these negro criminals and believe they are
their descendants are obviously mentally deranged self-hating Whites.
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Even Jews Ask: Is Judaism a Satanic
Cult?
August 7, 2015

'Most Jews do not like to admit it, but
our god is Lucifer -- so I wasn't lying -- and we are his chosen people.
Lucifer is very much alive.'"  Harold Rosenthal

Most Jews and Christians don't know this:

The reason for anti Semitism is that Judaism is defined by Cabalism, a satanic cult whose aim is
to possess humanity. Using central banking and Freemasonry as their instruments, Cabalist
Jews have taken control of the world.

 Communism, Socialism, Liberalism, Feminism, Zionism are just masks for this agenda. The
question is so urgent that I am reprising this 2010 article, Is Lucifer the God of Judaism? by Will
Newman, a fellow Jew who describes the satanic symbols and rituals of Judaism.

From the days of Spartacus-Weishaupt to those of Karl Marx, and down to Trotsky (Russia),
Bela Kun (Hungary), Rosa Luxembourg (Germany), and Emma Goldman (United States),
this world-wide conspiracy for the overthrow of civilization and for the reconstitution
of society on the basis of arrested development, of envious malevolence, and impossible
equality, has been steadily growing. Winston Churchill, 1920

"Sabbateanism [Satanism, Cabala] is the matrix of every significant movement to have
emerged in the eighteenth and nineteenth century, from Hasidism, to Reform Judaism, to
the earliest Masonic circles and revolutionary idealism. The Sabbatean "believers" felt
that they were champions of a new world which was to be established by
overthrowing the values of all positive religions ." - Gershom Scholem (Respected
Jewish scholar) THIS IS THE ORIGIN OF THE ILLUMINATI AND COMMUNISM
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BY WILL NEWMAN 
(for henrymakow.com)

WILL NEWMAN, who holds a B.A. in Religion, attended Jewish synagogue, and has relatives involved in
Talmudism, Cabala, B'nai Brith and Masonry.

In 1976, Walter White, Jr., "a concerned patriot," conducted an interview with a young Jew
named Harold Rosenthal who was an assistant to Sen. Jacob Javits of New York.
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In the interview, later published as "The Hidden Tyranny", the arrogant Rosenthal belligerently
boasts (on tape) that the Jewish people have fabricated certain "falsehoods which work to
conceal their nature and protect their status and power." 

Rosenthal debunks the commonly accepted lie that, "the Jews are Israelites, and thus God's
chosen people". 

Rosenthal said in part: 'Most Jews do not like to admit it, but our god is Lucifer -- so I wasn't lying
-- and we are his chosen people. Lucifer is very much alive.'" (The Hidden Tyranny)

Lucifer's goal is to "be like the most High" (Isa 14:14) and to usurp the worship of God (Mat 4:9). 

Lucifer's purpose is to deceive the whole world (Rev 12:9) by transforming himself into an angel
of light (2 Co 11:4). This is best exemplified by the Freemasons. Their motto of "making good
men better" produces a far more favorable public image than the more accurate alternative:
"how to become demon-possessed in 33-easy-steps." The Jewish and Masonic religions both
worship the same god- Lucifer.

BRIGHT LIGHT

In most Jewish synagogues, a bright burning flame represents their god. The Hebrew word for
Lucifer is "Hillel" (Strong's Concordance #H1966) meaning "bright light." Curiously, this is the
name chosen for the Jewish student organization. A central text in Cabalism is entitled "the
Zohar," which translates to the book of brightness or splendour.

The Jewish six-pointed star is the highest symbol in the occult and goes by various names--the
Star of Moloch/Saturn/Chiun/Remphan. It is a symbol of the union of male and female and is
identical in meaning to the Masonic square and compass, which is also a six-pointed symbol
around the letter "G" representing the generative sexual act. In place of the "G" we find יהוה
amidst many Jewish stars.

The Hebrew symbol חי worn around the necks of many Jews ostensibly symbolizes "life"
(lachaim). The word literally translates to a "living thing" or "beast" (H2416); this symbol is an
idol for The Beast.

The Jewish name for god is represented by the tetragrammaton יהוה (YHVH) can be pronounced
Yahweh or Jehovah. The significance of God's name is repeatedly emphasized throughout the
scriptures.

When dissected in the Hebrew, the true definition of Jehovah (Yah-Hovah) is revealed. "Yah"
(#H3050) means "god". "Hovah" (#H1942) translates to "eagerly coveting, falling, desire, ruin,
calamity, iniquity, mischief, naughtiness, noisome, perverse, very wickedness."
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Jehovah is synonymous with Baal: "Baali (#H1180) From ba'al with pron. Suff.; my master;
Baali, a symbolical name for Jehovah -- Baali."

The Jewish Encyclopedia ("Adonai and Ba'al") reveals: "The name Ba'al , apparently as an
equivalent for Yhwh."
Since the days of Jeremiah, the Jews have forgotten their god's name and replaced it with the
title "Baal" or "YHVH": The lying prophets "Which think to cause my people to forget my
[God's]name...as their fathers have forgotten my name for Baal." (Jer 23:27).

YHVH and Ba'al both represent the god of sexual perversion and wickedness, Satan. The
Jewish Encyclopedia continues: 

"The chief evil arose from the fact that the Ba'als were more than mere religious fantasies. They
were made the symbols of the reproductive powers of nature, and thus their worship ministered
to sexual indulgences, which it at the same time legalized and encouraged. Further, there was
placed side by side with the Ba'al a corresponding female symbol, the Ashtoreth (Babyl.
"Ashtar") and the relation between the two deities was set forth as the example and the motive
of unbridled sensuality. The evil became all the worse when in the popular view Yhwh himself
was regarded as one of the Ba'als and the chief of them (Hosea ii. 16). "Baal and Baal Worship,"
The Jewish Encyclopedia, p.380 (See also, Makow-Cabala-How Sex   B  ecame Our Religion  )

However, Jews claim that this name (YHVH) is not to be spoken aloud, despite God's command
to declare His name throughout the earth (Exo 9:16). Why ignore this commandment?

UTTERING GOD'S NAME
Judaism claims to be the authority on the Old Testament; however they do not practice what
they preach. They dress in black, the color of death, in spite of the scriptural precept to wear
white (Ecc 9:8), reject Christ as Messiah (who is prophesied throughout the Old Testament) and
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refuse to speak "God's name" in violation of the scriptures.

By reverencing their name of God (YHVH) by not speaking it, Jews create an air of mystery and
holiness around the name while enhancing the curiosity surrounding its pronunciation and
power. When curious Jews and non-Jews alike see the "sacred" tetragrammaton being used in
occult practice, they are intrigued by the prospective that these sorcerers have harnessed the
mystical powers of the name.

Wicca, Satanism, Tarot, occult Catholicism, Masonry and Cabalism use their knowledge of the
"sacred name of god" as bait to recruit cult members. If the name were not hidden, these cults
would lack a critical tool in their recruitment processes. They could not offer this forbidden
knowledge if the Jews, the self-proclaimed authority on God, spoke this name openly.

The mystery religions and witchcraft covens owe a great debt to Judaism for conditioning the
mainstream to accept the importance and secrecy of this name. The vocal praise of the name
YHVH is reserved for the "elect" who learn the Cabala (and pay money to do so) and is
forbidden by the "profane." Judaic doctrine is fundamental to selling the occult as a righteous
practice.

Satan is the author of confusion and goes by many names. Many of the ancient pagan deities
were Satan and his angels in other forms ("The Two Babylons," by A. Hislop). The Jews employ
a number of false names for god in their rituals, which are also alternate titles for Satan and
other powerful demons.

In the same manner, the Black Magician and Satanist invokes demons by name. In the Satanic
Bible, Anton LaVey (Jewish) provides an extensive list of "infernal names" that, when
summoned, provide the practitioner with super human abilities namely intelligence, power, skills
in manipulation, enhanced creativity, material wealth, and the satisfaction of diverse lusts.

PRAYER

Jewish prayers are conducted in Yiddish, a composite language far from the intended
pronunciation of the original Hebrew (A.C. Hitchcock, "The Synagogue of Satan," 1). The
prayers in modern synagogues are nothing more than disguised demonic invocations. They are
hypnotic spells, similar to the Enochian language of the Church of Satan.
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Young Jews spend countless hours preparing for their Bar Mitzvah, which consists of
memorizing long chants and proper cadence and tone. Most who complete the Bar Mitzvah will
not be able to translate more than a handful of words. These young men and women have no
idea what they are saying or to whom they are praying. Jews are invoking demons named
adonai, elohim, el shaddai, zeba'ot, diyenu (Diana) et al in their rituals.

Vain repetitions and head-bobbing during Jewish prayers aid the entrance into a trance state.
Large numbers of atheistic Jews engage in the pseudo-religious worship of status and
knowledge. 

As Bill Cooper writes, "The WORSHIP (a lot different from STUDY) of knowledge, science, or
technology is Satanism in its purest form, and its god is Lucifer" ("Behold A Pale Horse," 70).
Judaism fills its members with the same Satanic powers as the Church of Satan and
Freemasonry.

CABALISM

The foundation of Cabalism is identical to Satanism: the reversal of the roles of God and Satan.
It is the pursuit of hidden (occult) knowledge which allows one to achieve god-like abilities by
calling on the so-called names of god. These are the names of fallen angels/demons/spirit
guides who are the gatekeepers to occult knowledge (Gen 6:4, Jubilees, Enoch). While not all
Jews actively practice Cabala, they all accept the highest Cabalistic name as their god--YHVH.

The infamous Cabalist and Satanist Aleister Crowley writes, "There are thus 72 'Angels'...these
[names] are derived from the "Great Name of God"...The "Name" is Tetragrammaton: I.H.V.H.,
commonly called Jehovah. He is the Supreme Lord of...the whole Universe ("The Book of
Thoth,"43). A number of other secret pronunciations of YHVH are used in the occult in addition
to Yahweh and Jehovah.

"Of the 54 sacred names in the Jewish kabbalah, the primary one is YHWH" (R. Hathaway
"Sacred Name of God? Or Blasphemy,"
remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/sacred_name.htm).

The Jewish creed, the Shema, states: "our Lord is One," so why invoke these other names? 

DEMONOLOGY

The secret of the ancient Egyptians, and their modern disciples, the Freemasons, is the art of
demonology for gaining power--mainly through the devil, Jehovah. 

In the Royal Arch degree, the Freemason " acknowledge[s] that the devil, in the guise of
Jahbuhlun, is his sacred Lord"--the name Jahbulun being a "composite of Jahweh, Baal, and
Osiris." He chants "Jah-buh-lun, Jah-buh-lun, Jah-buh-lun, Je-hov-ah" (Texe Marrs, Codex
Magica, Ch. 4). Albert Pike discusses the Cabalistic/Masonic significance of IAHOVAH in great
length in Morals & Dogma (66, 213, 401, 467, 519).
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The name YHVH was injected into the text of the Old Testament by the Pharisees and others
who practiced Babylonian Satanism (the precursor to Cabalism and Talmudism). For those who
don't believe the Talmud is Satanic it proclaims that Christ is in Hell boiling in excrement and
semen (Gittin, 56b,57a).

An agreement was forged between the Jewish Masoretes and the Catholic Church c. 1000 A.D.
to change the name of God in the Hebrew Old Testament to the pagan name Yahweh/Jehovah
via the tetragrammaton (remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/sacred_name.htm). 

This explains Rosenthal's saying, "We are amazed by the Christians' stupidity in receiving our
teachings and propagating them as their own."

In Henry Ford's words, "The Christian cannot read his Bible except through Jewish spectacles,
and, therefore, reads it wrong." ("The International Jew," Vol. IV, 238).

GOD'S REAL NAME

The demonic disdain for humanity exhibited by the Luciferian Jew, Harold Rosenthal, typifies the
end result of a lethal amalgamation: Jewish religious ritual combined with the worship of
knowledge and self. The Jews as a people, by rejecting God and/or accepting Jehovah, have
been given over "to a reprobate mind...Being filled with all unrighteousness..." (Rom 1:28-31). 

Of course, Mr. Rosenthal was a member of an elite, openly Satanic minority among the Jewish
people. Everyday Jews do not know that the god of their faith is in fact Satan hiding behind a
mystical name. It is of no consequence to Satan whether he is worshiped deliberately or through
subtle lies and deceptions (Gen 3).

The wise Solomon asks, "what is [God's] name, and what is his son's name, if thou canst tell?"
(Pro 30:4). God's name is אהיה AHAYAH (sometimes transliterated Ehyeh) meaning I AM. This is
the name given to Moses along with the Law. "And God said unto Moses, I AM THAT I AM: and
he said, Thus shalt thou say unto the children of Israel, I AM hath sent me unto you...this is my
memorial unto all generations."(Ex 3:14-15). "I AM the Lord thy God...thou shalt have no other
gods before me" (Exo 32:4-5).

Note---Will Newman recommends www.macquirelatory.com. This is not his site, but
he is in touch with the author and believes his work is exceptional.
http://www.macquirelatory.com/Templates/Index2.html
http://www.macquirelatory.com/Article%20Index.htm

Guy Carr - Satan: Prince of this World     
Nimoy's Vulcan Sign is Invocation of Devil
Makow - Humanity is Satanically Possessed     
-------------Ten Sign Western Society is a Satanic Cult

Freedman - Does Talmud Condone Pedophilia, Incest Bestiality?     
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Makow Comment- My own view, expressed in my introduction to Illuminati, is that
Judaism is not a religion because its God is not universal, and the Cabala does not
renounce worldly desires (lust, greed, power etc.) Thus Illuminati Jews have always
been on the forefront of "revolution," which ultimately is about supplanting God.
The subtitle of Illuminati3 - "Satanic Possession" refers to the true meaning of the
"New World Order."

Comments for "Even Jews Ask: Is Judaism a Satanic Cult? "
AG said (August 8, 2015):

Thank you for posting this. The truth is rarely welcome, and this truth is more than just uncomfortable for
most people to hear. This truth is outright rejected by a society who has been brainwashed into believing

that Jews worship God --and the same God as Christians. Quite the contrary.

As the article points out, Jehovah and Elohim are not the same God. Jehovah is Satan, and the Jews do
indeed worship Satan. Sigmund Freud's book "Moses and Monotheism" points out that Jehovah was a

volcano god, who shunned the light. 
.

Jesus Himself said to the Jews: "You are of your father the devil, and the desires of your father you will do.
He was a murderer from the beginning and he stood not in truth; because truth is not in him. When he

speaketh a lie, he speaketh his own. For he is a liar, and the father thereof." John 8:41-44

Anonymous said (August 8, 2015):

"Vain repetitions and head-bobbing during Jewish prayers aid the entrance into a trance state. Large
numbers of atheistic Jews engage in the pseudo-religious worship of status and knowledge."

Henry,

Nathanel Knapper indicated that this is called “ Dovening” and it is a sexual act worshipping the
conception of the "Ein Soph” when the Rabbi thrust his hips or genitalia in and out of the “Shikinah”

Marcos said (August 6, 2015):

Unfortunately, this article is full of false claims (Yaweh = Baal ? Ridiculous) and naive assumptions.

One can not throw the baby with the bathwater. Present Judaism is NOT the same religion as practiced by
Jews in the Old Testament. Jews in the past were obeying God, and Jews now are not.

Yes, the Old Testament sounds harsh and excluding compared to the New Testament, but there is a very
good reason for that. Before the cross and the sacrifice of Jesus for our sins, there could be no

reconciliation to God. Men were separated from heaven. It was crucially important for God to show us our
desperate condition. Even the saints in the Old Testament, like David or Moses, would be lost had Jesus

not come to die. 
The New Testament fulfills the Old, because it comes AFTER the cross. Now it is possible to reconcile
men to God and the message is one of acceptance. This acceptance must come after repentance and

recognition of sin (Old Testament).

Jews in the Old Testament had a really hard time, and were used as beacon, as a sign to point to the
coming of Jesus. They should have been a light into the nations, and never should they have kept the

message only to themselves. The fact that they were chosen to carry the message doesn't mean salvation
was exclusively theirs. Would any of us have done different were we in their shoes? I don't think so. Even
with their many weakness and failures, they were able to pave the way for the coming of the Messiah and

to give us many wonderful spiritual lessons in the lives of the prophets and heroes of the Bible. How to
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deny the greatness of a man like Elijah or Noah, men who would fight things like modern Cabala and
Talmud with all their strength? I am grateful for them.

MS said (August 6, 2015):

One could argue that the deification of Christ (pbuh) and the Pauline doctrine of a triune godhead
represents a similar corruption of the singular Abrahamic and Mosaic god. Muslims sometimes wonder

why otherwise critical-minded Christians don't inspect the historical development of Christology as
dispassionately as they do Jewish history. On the topic of God's name, it is worth mentioning that Jesus
Christ who spoke Aramaic and absolutely insisted on the unity of God, called him "Ellah," or "Ellaha," or

"Allaha" or "Allah." Peace

Sydney said (August 6, 2015):

The name AHAYAH is also used in cabalistic rituals, but its written as seen here as AHIH, from wikipeadia
"Formulation of the Pentagrams, in which a banishing earth pentagram (for the Banishing Ritual) or an

invoking pentagram (for the Invoking Ritual) is drawn in the air at each of the four cardinal points and an
associated name of God is vibrated (YHVH, ADNI, AHIH and AGLA for East, South, West and North

respectively). 

Why would they include Gods' real name in their rituals if they're not supposed to mention His name?

George said (August 5, 2015):

Very hard-hitting material here from Newman, along with your pithy analysis. Personally, I welcome the
open flaunting of Satanism. The secrecy was causing it to spread more effectively. They tipped their

hands prematurely, IMHO.

Al Thompson said (August 5, 2015):

Most of the major religions have been spawned by Judiasm. The "god" of the Protocols of Zion is Vishnu.
Islam and Christianity are both founded in Judiasm.

Having studied the various sects of Christianity, anyone can see that they aren't Christian in the biblical
sense of the word so it doesn't make any sense to be a part of them. If they don't believe their own

scriptures that are clearly written, then they are just a bunch of liars. All of this is played out in the bad
results that they achieve. There's no argument as you can clearly see it. In my opinion, religion and
government are the two most destructive forces to mankind. Religious leaders pull the most stupid

doctrines out of their butts and then say that "God said it." Again, they are just a bunch of liars.
http://verydumbgovernment.blogspot.com/2012/02/bad-government-and-bad-religion.html

Hans (Germany) said (July 8, 2014):

i strongly disagree with some remarks the author made, especially endorsing quotes like this:

„The Jewish Encyclopedia ("Adonai and Ba'al") reveals: "The name Ba'al , apparently as an equivalent for
Yhwh."

Since the days of Jeremiah, the Jews have forgotten their god's name and replaced it with the title "Baal"
or "YHVH":

The lying prophets "Which think to cause my people to forget my [God's]name...as their fathers have
forgotten my name for Baal." (Jer 23:27).

1. If they forgot the name of God, then how can Baal be an „equivalent“.

2. The Bible clearly states that God will preserve is word. If the tetragrammaton is included in the original
Hebrew scripture,
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then it can not have been forgotten.Jeremia points at Jews having forsaken the will of Yahweh. forgotteon
= from want of memory.

3. The same God said: „I have reserved to myself seven thousand men, who have not bowed the knee to
the image of Baal.“

So how can both be equated?

Thomas S said (July 8, 2014):

“If they insist that they "gave us our Bible" and "gave us our God" and "gave us our religion,"
as they do over and over again with nauseating superciliousness throughout all their polemic publications

-- not a single one of these claims being true -- they must not grow impatient and profane while we
complete

the list of the real influences they have set at work in American life.” – Henry Ford (From Henry Ford's
Book, The International Jew)

Apparently Henry Ford was on to the Jewish agenda. Yet, none of this was ever mentioned
in public schools. Was it that Hitler took inspiration from Ford’s writings and the country

would not accept such a connection? It was most likely not Ford’s intent when speaking his
mind on Jewish influence that someone would be inspired toward a permanent solution.

We read Rosenthal’s quote: "We are amazed by the Christians' stupidity in receiving our
teachings and propagating them as their own." And that from a supposed “insider” inspires
me to ask once more: When did the deception start? My heart and mind again arrives at

the most logical answer. “In the beginning”

Pierre said (July 8, 2014):

My quandary is whether all these occultists believe their own spin or whether it is just another way to
control people. At a deeper level, do they get a magic boost from their practices, and for whom do their
bells toll. I suspect it is all, like Freemasonry, just another way for blokes to rub shoulders by rubbing a

Bhuda belly and luck lucky Oriental superstition all for material benefit.

It is illuminating (truly) to consider the primitive tribes that did have community, intimacy, adherence to
natural law and tried and tested ground rules (not to get too carried away though with the Noble Savage
myth). They dealt with their sociopaths. How do I know? They survived a long long time. More than I can

say for our society of artificial constructs, arbitrary rules, walls, and secret hangouts for parasites.

Another quandary is if these Talmudic Jews didn't exist, would something else take their place, to such an
extent? (not if we learned our lessons I would think).

Tony B said (July 7, 2014):

Thank you for this latest. Many details I was previously unaware of.

However, a couple of statements I cannot swallow:

1. Never before in my life have I seen the term "occult Catholicism." My studies have show Catholicism to
be the most open and up front of any religion in existence if one simply reads their writings.

Granted, not Vatican II, which is a Jewish/masonic/protestant sect takeover at the top, protesting against
itself (the Church), a schism which will eventually be kicked out.

BTW, protestantism is not even mentioned in this whole article yet it is plainly Judaism for the goy and
was created by Talmudists as one more attack against the Church established by Jesus Christ.
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2. The writer quotes Rosenthal as saying, "We are amazed by the Christian's stupidity by receiving our
teachings and propagating them as their own."

Rosenthal is in error here, at least as far as Catholicism is concerned. That Church does not claim the
Israelite religion as "their own" but as a precursor to the Church established by Christ. In other words, it is

a history of God's preparations for the next stage of His plan.

Wade said (July 7, 2014):

It might interest you to know that the original King James Bible is the only Bible
I know of that identifies Lucifer as Satan in Isaiah chapter 14. All the other Bible versions I have read

refuse to call the person Satan by his actual name "Lucifer". Only the King James identifies Lucifer and
Satan as one and the same person. What influence have secret societies like the Masonic Lodge (who

say they do not believe in Satan) have on how new age bibles are written?

This is an example of one of the most egregious changes to God's Word found in new age bible
versions, but actually is only one of hundreds.

Adam said (October 13, 2012):

I am disappointed with Will Newman's piece on the God of the Jews. For a man who appears to be
knowledgeable on this matter he is making errors that are inexcusable. His breakdown of the Hebrew
word "Jehovah or Yahweh" is incorrect with regard to the second part of the word which he assigns

Strong's number as H1942. The meaning of this part is correct but it is the wrong part. The correct part
has Strong's number as H1961 which is "Hayah" and not "Hovah. The second part of the word is derived

from "Hayah" which has a different meaning from that of "Hovah". It means "to exist" or "to breathe".

The second error refers to the meaning of the word "Lucifer" which is a Latin word meaning "light
bringer".It was Jerome who produced the Latin Vulgate translation who provided this name. The Hebrew

word that is mis-translated Lucifer is indeed "Heylel (Strong's number H1966 from H1984) but means
"shine/glory". This being whose name is Heylel is the son of the "Morning Star" See Rev.22:16 for an

explanation of who this being is.

Of course Will Newman is correct in that Heylel is the "god" of Judaism but his name is not Lucifer. It is
Satan.

Sherry said (October 11, 2012):

seems like all the 'isms' are dominated by Satan...

Judaism
Protestantism
Catholicism
capitalism
socialism
fascism

communism
socialism

Brian said (October 11, 2012):

t will continue to get worse, but it's very important to have a perspective that understands the old adage,
"the darkest hour is before the dawn."

I'm often reminded of the scene from Camus' "The Plague", where people are dancing among the bodies
of plague victims. In it the dancers are a metaphor of our true state of joy - inherent to all humanity. The

bodies a metaphor of manufactured fear, that which would rob us of that inherent state.
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The aware perspective, in no way meaning one is oblivious to what's going on, is one where we are
dancing amongst the corpses of fear's illusion.

This is crucial if we are to sustain our true power inherent to all humanity, the most endearing and
important message of Christ.

Steven said (October 11, 2012):

Is Lucifer the God of Judaism? Yes Henry he is and he is the god of this world and of a whole host of
politically correct causes and practices.

That is one of the big reasons why the world is in big trouble and things are getting worse and not better.

Steve said (April 8, 2010):

This guy is very wrong in several areas. El Shaddai = God almighty. It is that simple.
And there is a difference in elohim and Elohim (capital "E"). And Jehovah IS worshipped

in Satanism as the God. They need that God as an oppposite to their God. They acknowledge
Jehovah as their adversary. Google Dual Gnosticism.

And to continue, the Synagogue of Satan is NOT the JEWS. I am so tired of seeing
these folks say this. I suggest you Google Synagogue of Satan, Albert Pike, and

Morals and Dogma. Pike says Freemasonry is the Synagogue of Satan in his own words. I believe in the
NT that was a prophecy denouncing Masonry

as there are other verses that allude to masonry in the NT. Jesus knew about Masonry as did Paul.

Anyway, when I find errors in these folks writings I must simply trash the whole
article. Sorry. And by the way...this Paul Drockton guy is FULL of errors in

his Bible analysis. It makes me sick to see his stuff get publishes with as many errors as he writes. There
is a difference in Christianity and the written word of God and he knows Christianity well, but not the bible.

The 2 are not
even close.

V said (April 8, 2010):

Henry (re: Is Lucifer the God of Judaism)

From the book 'The Unknown History of the Jews' by E.E. Jessel, Chapter 1. The God of the Canaanites,
page 2, original 1909 edition

One tribe of the Canaanites associated their fortunes with a god they called Yahveh. Without the vowels it
was written in Hebrew "YHVH", but the pronunciation is not known with any certainty, and the explanation

that it means "I am that I am" is mere conjecture. Originally this god was a North Arabian or Midianite
deity, and was associated with deeds of violence and destruction, and especially with war. His weapons

were fire, disease, tempests, plagues, etc. - everything in nature which appeared irresistible and
destructive. It is clear that the leadership of Yahveh must have been restricted to a very small area, for on

every side we find the names of other gods as leaders of small tribes in Palestine, and in the great
empires of Egypt and Babylon no such name occurs on the monuments. We can allege with the greatest

confidence that the Hebrews, who are said to have lived for upwards of four hundred years in lower Egypt,
had no deity called Yahveh. They were worshipers of the bull of Heliopolis, Mnevis, referred to as "thy god

which brought thee up out of the land of Egypt" ....."

Continues on page 3. Nuff said !

Dave said (April 8, 2010):

First off, it is entirely possible that the people that came to be known as the "Jews" or "Hebrews" or
"Israelites" worshiped Satan. Or, again, more properly "Set." The "proof" lies in whether or not the ancient
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invaders that ruled Egypt as the "Hyksos" Pharoahs are indeed the predecessors of the ancient Jews.
Because, here is the proof the Hyksos worshiped Set:

http://dsc.discovery.com/news/2009/04/21/carvings-pharaohs.html

There is very good reason to believe the bible tells you about the invasion of these people. That they hid
the fact they were "Shepherd Kings" from the pharoah, who worshiped a calf (astrological symbols at a
time of changing times from a Bull (Ba'al) to a Ram worshiping religion.) If you know your O.T., you will

know exactly who this was.

As far as "Ba'al" and "Yahweh" being the same "god": nonsense. As one of your astute readers points out
in the comment section, if Yahweh is Lucifer, that makes Jesus Satan's son. And nowhere in the historical
record (ones the first Christians didn't manage to destroy in a vain attempt to wipe out the origins of their

"God's Son") is there any record of this.

Ba'al, El, and Yahweh were a TRILOGY. And Yahweh had a wife: We can sit and argue and fantasize all
kinds of history for this Yahweh god....but here is the archaeological

proof:

http//www.bibleorigins.net/KuntilletAjrudYahwehAsherah.html

Tom said (April 8, 2010):

Thanks for your excellent article on who is the god
of the Jews.

May I add that the same god is the god of
Christianity also. We are ALL "deceived" to

worship the Anti-god, Satan the Devil Jn.8:44,
as the "god of this world" 2Cor.4:4.

This is why we are like the people in Noah's day,
as Jesus said in Mat.24:37, and later Christ said

the same in Rev.12:9, using Apostle John.

This is why both Christians and Jews must
REPENT of our Idolatry, making Satan's work
finished, which is to "deceive the whole world"

Rev.12:9.

When Satan finish his "work" the End of the world
result as it was in Noah's day.

SA said (April 8, 2010):

Excellent article and excellent research, too bad the conclusion is anything but. ‘God’s Real Name’ as Mr.
Newmen called is the same Aramaic name that every single prophet has used since our father Adam [as]
and all the way to humanities final messenger Mohammed [saaws]….and yes this even includes Jesus

Christ the Son of Mary peace be upon him the day his is raised and the day he shall return….that name is
ALLAH…ALL- AAH …the creator of ALL is ALLaahhhhh (relaxing ain’t it to know)

@ 4:40 on this clip is your proof
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k0SDNdHcGY4

Notice the translation:

The Helper will come who reveals the truth about God
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(inaudible)…. Be Hoda Kashta bi Allah!

Will replies:

The word to ascend used in Isaiah 14 when Lucifer says "I will ascend into heaven...I will be like the most
High", is in Hebrew "Allah" Strong's #5927.

Allah translates "to ascend." Allah is the "fallen one" who wants to ascend into heaven. Allah is another
title for Satan, the fallen one.

The correct pronunciation of "elohim" is "allah-hay'm." Allah means gods, powers, or angels. In this sense,
fallen angels.
Allah = Satan.

Makes sense why the Muslims who worship him behead infidels instead of loving their enemies as Christ
taught. Islam is to Persian mythology (astrology) what Catholicism is to Babylonian paganism. That's why
the Islamic symbol is the star and the moon. Both occult idols. One for the moon goddess Diana and the

other for the sun god Lucifer, the male and female occult deities. The Muslims worship an idol in the
shape of a female vagina (fertility symbol) in the form of the Kabba Stone in Mecca. Islam is idolatrous

and pagan.

Shai said (April 8, 2010):

Nice article [http://www.henrymakow.com/lucifers_chosen_people.html] Is Lucifer the God of Judaism...

Wish it wasn't so reliant on "demons" etc....this is all window dressing and only confuses/blinds readers to
the real Truth as I have tried to explain it.

Nothing mystical here....but certainly "secret".
As I told you..the Covenant is really a treaty between off-planet powers and their human intercessors and

"sayanim" here on Earth.
That is what the REAL covenant is all about....and it is incumbent upon all who understand that to come to

grips with whom the Covenant was made.

Reading about Yahweh, His moods, His motives....His genocidal rages, homophobia, xenophobia,
emphasis on blood-purity. His weapons,....

we call this behavior what?...Holy? Sacred? We should all aspire to be like Him?
Tell me, how would you treat a human being with all those qualities?

I told you and will repeat it. The "Bible" is a condensed, mulit-layered record of off-planet powers
interfering with the Natural order

of the planet's evolutionary course and how life was [and is Still being] affected on Earth..the lessons
learned, battles fought and deal made between
a certain caste of initiates and the Watchers....

Read Genesis AGAIN AND YOU WILL GET IT.

James said (April 7, 2010):

I am glad to see your articles reflect what I was saying all along about B'nai B'rith as the All Seeing Eye or
the Centre of World events known formly as the Priory of Sion.

Viscomte Leon Poncin’s-Freemasonry and Judaism-Secret Powers Behind Revolution reveal this inner
sanctum known as B'nai Zion the All Seeing Eye the is the command structure down to all other secret

societies.

It must be pointed out that the Priory of Sion no longer reside in France but Scotland and I was interested
to see such a organization quoted on the Scottish Rite Freemasonry web link mention in their left panel lay

out.

They boast membership in this order through their organization by joining the Scottish Rite Freemasonry
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in Scotland.

http://greatprioryofscotland.com/
http://www.grandlodgescotland.com/index.php?

option=com_content&task=view&id=52&Itemid=107
Simply go to top page and click Masonic Bodies and there in the left panel-Priory.

It was said that B'nai B'rith was set up by the Scottish Rite Freemasonry in the early 19 Century in 1820 in
Germany where the Illuminati is in Bavaria Germany of the Lombard Bankers and Royality.

http://freemasonrywatch.org/bnaibrith.html

My guess that it always existed under the Guise of the Priory in Scotland in the Scottish Rite
Freemasonry, rather the opposite, Priory of Sion founded the Scottish Rite Freemasonry and to make
things just a little easy for Jews to be open to create the B"nai B'rith Lodge and incorporate into it the

Order of the All Seeing Eye-B'nai Zion from Scottish Priory.

It explain the Templers backing of the House of Stuart by putting King James on the throne of England,
building a British Empire from their set up central Bank of England backed up by Templers money Bank of

King Solomon riches, transferred from the Priory of Sion in France.

It is in North Scotland, where it is said the Templers settle there to aid Robert the Bruce.

Henry Makow received his Ph.D. in English Literature from the University of Toronto in 1982. He
welcomes your comments at henry@henrymakow.com

- See more at: http://www.henrymakow.com/lucifers_chosen_people.html#sthash.8tTPzxBQ.dpuf
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The Jews
Henchmen of Satan

                THE JEWISH DEMON

Satanism does not concern only about ghosts, spooks, vampires, evil monsters
Vampires and other creatures of damnation, but it refers primarily to Judaism!

Inside world’s most perverse devil sect!
The Devil's Beasts from the depths of damnation ...

THE JEWISH TALMUD, the so-called “Holy Writ” (?!) of the Jews,

"...I know the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are not,
but are the synagogue of Satan." —Revelation 2:9

The JEWS - Criminals of Hell
They should beware, one day our patience will come to an end, and then to the insolent
Jews, their lier mouth will be crammed!

         Joseph Goebbels
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Cheap Bastards: Dark soul & the evil spirit of Satan ...
JEWISH SATANIC WORSHIP OF HELL IS SLIDING TOWARDS ITS END!

During my struggle for power, the Jews primarily received with laughter my prophecies that I would
someday assume the leadership of the state and thereby of the entire nation and then, among many other
things, achieve a solution of the Jewish problem.
 
I suppose, that the spirit of that uproarious laughter of Jewry, that resounded in Germany, is meanwhile
suffocated in their throat.

Adolf Hitler

If international finance Jewry within Europe and abroad should succeed once more in plunging the peoples
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into a world war, then the consequence will be not the Bolshevization of the world and therewith a victory
of Jewry, but on the contrary, the destruction of the Jewish race in Europe.

Adolf Hitler

Satanism against Christianity

SATANIC VERSES OF THE JEWISH TALMUD

“Even the best of the ‘goyim’ should all be killed.” (Soferim 15) “The ‘goyim’ are not humans. They are
beasts.”  (Baba Mezia 114b)

“All children of the -  ‘goyim’ - (Gentiles),   are animals.” (Yebamoth 98a) Yashu’ (derogatory for Jesus’) is in
Hell being boiled in hot excrement.” (Gittin 57a)

“She who was the descendant of princes and governors (the virgin Mary) played the harlot with carpenters.”
(Sanhedrin 106a) “Christians who reject the Talmud will go to hell and be punished there for all generations.”
(Rosh Hashanah 17a)

“Girls born of the ‘goyim’ are in a state of ‘niddah’ (menstrual uncleanness!) from birth.”(Abodah Zarah 36b)
“Yashu  (Jesus) was cut off from the jewish people for his wickedness and refused to repent.”  (Sotah 47a)

“If a Jew finds an object lost by a  ‘goy’  it does not have to be returned.” (Baba Mezia 24a)’Yashu’ is an
acronym for the jewish curse, ‘May his (Jesus) name be wiped out forevermore.’ 
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“Sexual intercourse between the ‘goyim’ is like intercourse between animals.” (Sanhedrin 74b)

“Miriam the hairdresser had sex with many men.”(Shabbath 104b, Hebrew Edition only) “If you eat with a
‘goy’ it is the same as eating with a dog.” (Tosapoth, Jebamoth 94b)

“When it comes to a Gentile in peace times - one may harm him indirectly - for instance, by removing a ladder
after he had fallen into a crevice.”

 Jesus was sexually immoral and worshipped a brick.” (Sanhedrin 107b) “If a Jew murders a ‘goy’ there will
be no death penalty.” (Sanhedrin 57a) “Jews may use subterfuges to circumvent a ‘goy.’”  (Baba Kamma
113a)

“If a ‘goy’ (Gentile) hits a Jew he must be killed.” (Sanhedrin 58b) What a Jew steals from a ‘goy’ he may
keep.” (Sanhedrin 57a)

I am careful not to make rash prophecies, that this war would not develop as the Jews imagine. Instead, the
result of this war will be the destruction of Jewry.

And the more this war spreads, the more anti-Semitism will spread. And the hour will come when the most
evil world enemy of all times will have played out its role for perhaps a thousand years at least. Europe will
not have peace until the Jewish question has been disposed of.

Adolf Hitler

Christendom has fawned all over the Jews for the last 60 years ...
But all of this, is now moving to an end!  Christians are waking up to the fact
that judaism and the jews are satanic people-haters.

Martin Luther
On the Jews «Parasites of Christians» and Their Lies
Luther's seven-point program of the "sharp mercy" to "discharge the jewish burden"

The Jews - The Scum of Mankind
Subheading in the book "Martin Luther and the Jews - throw them away,"
by Bishop Martin Sasse, Freiburg, 1938, p 13
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On 10 November 1938, Luther's birthday, are in Germany jewish synagogues burning.
The German people has finally broke the power of the Jews in the new Germany...

The right to exist in Germany is denied

We do not know until this day, what Devil brought them here in our country. We have not brought them from
Jerusalem. In addition, no one holds them back, land and roads are open to them! Let them move to their country if
they want, we like to give them a gift to get rid of them. (Weimar edition LIII, p 520)

Burning of houses and schools / mockery of God and Christ

For the first, to infect their synagogues or schools with fire and what will not burn to overwhelm with rubble and soil
that no man can see ever a stone or slag of them forever. in honor of our Lord and of Christendom, so that God might
see that we are Christians, and do not condone or knowingly tolerate such public lying, cursing, and blaspheming of
his Son and of his Christians.  (Wittenberg edition 1543, p 93)
We would do well for the sake of Moses ...

 

Gather them like cattle into concentration and labor camps,
with biblical justification to show them, that they are not masters ... 

(Wittenberg, 1543, p 94)

And when Moses would live now,
he would be the first one to infect the jewish synagogues and jewish houses ...

(Wittenberg edition 1543, p 93)
To throw "pig shit" on praying Jews/ Rejection of mercy and kindness

Therefore the jewish mouth should not be worth for us Christians, that it mentions the name of God before our ears.
Who hears from the Jew, that he displays it to the authorities, if he sees him, he might throw at him with the pig shit
and chase him away. And no one is merciful herein nor good, because it hits God's honor and all of us salvation (also

of the Jews to). (Wittenberg, 1543, p 99)

Thou shalt know, dear Christian, and do not doubt, that next to the devil you can't have a bitter,
more poisonous, more violent enemy as a real Jew, who wants to be a Jew in truth. (M. Luther,
1542, popular edition, p 23)

Of course, the latter made no secret of his attitude toward the Jewish people,
and when necessary he even took the whip to drive from the temple of the Lord
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this adversary of all humanity, who then as always saw in religion
nothing but an instrument for his business existence. 

The Jew has always been a people
with definite racial characteristics and never a religion.

Due to his own original special nature,
the Jew cannot possess a religious institution, if for no other reason,
because he lacks idealism in any form, and hence belief in a hereafter

is absolutely foreign to him.
Adolf Hitler (Mein Kampf)

This war will end our struggle against the Gentiles for all time.
Then our race will rule undisputed over the earth."

January 12, 1952 - Rabbi Emanuel Rabinovich
- Rabbis meeting in Budapest

.The Devil's Walk: A Ballad!
The Character of the Pig as an Angel

"Only if there will be in this world no more non-Jews,
but only Jews, we will confirm, that Satan is our God."

Harold Rosenthal, pers. Adviser to the infamous Senator Jacob Javits

Poetry about the person and role of the devil / Part one ...
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...the personification of the devil
as the symbol of all evil, assumes the living shape of the Jew.

Adolf Hitler (Mein Kampf)

 The Curse (Novel of the Year)
"We are intruders. We are destroyers. We are revolutionaries.

We have taken your natural world in possession, your ideals, your destiny
and have driven fast and loose with it."

Marcus Eli Ravage, Century Magazine, A Real Case Against the Jews
"We apply everyone, even the dirtiest trick against the Christians,

one can possibly imagine. Each handle is allowed. The worse the better.
Lying, cheating ... everything!"

Sefton Delmer in "The Germans and I"
"We dont want to make any connections with other races,

but we will prevail and triumph over them."
Goldwin Smith, Oxford University, October 1981

"There is no event in modern world history,
which could not be attributed to Jewish influence.

We Jews are the seducer, destroyer and arsonists."
The Jewish writer Oscar Levy in

"The World Significance of the Russian Revolution"
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You (Jews),

have Satan as God and the Devil as father (John 8, 44/45)

I've always defended the view
that there are no stupid people than the jews,

but also doesn't exist more unscrupulous and ruthless bastards.

Adolf Hitler
"We Jews are the destroyers and will always remain the destroyers.
No matter what you will do well, our desires you can never satisfy.

We will therefore always destroy you, because we want our own world. "

From the book "YOU Gentiles" by Jewish Author Maurice Samuels, page 155

The Jews and the "Banana Trauma" 
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"You shall have no pity on them
and you shall destroy their culture completely.

Menachem Begin at a Zionist conference in Tel Aviv
October 28, 1956

... than

And they also know
I have always maintained, that the hour will come
when we will remove these people from our ranks

Adolf Hitler  November 8 - 1940
"The basis of empirical research"

The Jews & Samadhi - Legion of Damnation
We are the only ones with the semi-divine qualities of this planet.

We are as different to the inferior races, as they are to insects
Menachem Begin

.
"No rabbi can ever go to hell" ...

Talmud: Gittin 57a

Jewish Nirvana – AUSCHWITZ
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“Our race is the Master race" ... !

Menachem Begin
Former Israeli Prime Minister

 
"Brethren,

my heart's desire and prayer to God for Israel is,
that they might be saved". 

The Apostle Paul in Romans 10:1-4
Hence today I believe

that I am acting in accordance with the will of the Almighty Creator:
'by defending myself against the Jew,
I am fighting for the work of the Lord.'

Adolf Hitler (Mein Kampf)
"The Christians sing constantly about blood. Let's give them enough of it.
Let's cut their necks and we grind them on their altars.
We drown them in their own blood.

I dream that one day the last priest
will hung with the guts of another."

The Jew Gus Hall, a board member of the Communist Party of
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America, 1920
 
Satan - The God of the Jews
The Satanic inclinations in Judaism
Yetzer Hara - The evil tendencies inside jewish beings. 
 (Hara, in Arabic language means - "shit"!)

In the jewish satanic tradition is Yetzer Hara the evil spirit itself, i.e., Satan! "The Yetzer Ra, Satan, and the angel of
death are one and the same."  [Rf.  Universal jewish Encyclopedia I, 303.]

The Hebrew word "Satan" literally means "adversary" and is in jewish thought recognized as the "jewish Satanism,"
also known as the yetzer hara. The yetzer hara is not a being, but rather refers to jewish innate capacity for doing evil
in the world. Using the term satan, to describe this impulse is not very common though. 

References to "Satan" can be found in some Orthodox and Conservative prayer books, but they are viewed as
symbolic descriptions from the point of view of the satanic jewish mentality.

References to Satan in the (so-called ...) Hebrew "Bible"

Satan appears as a character only once in the Hebrew Bible. In the Book of Job he is depicted "as an angel" who
mocks the piety of a righteous man named Job. He tells God, that the only reason Job is so religious is because God
has given him a life filled with blessings. "But lay Your hand upon all that he has, and he will curse You to Your
face" (Job 1:11). 

The Book of Job grapples with the question of, why does God allows, that the Jews do so much evil in the world. It
is an unique book in the Hebrew Bible, that mentions "Satan as a sentient being". The idea of Satan has the essence
in a metaphysical realm, which obviously dominates Judaism!

Judaism is so monotheistic, that the rabbis characterize anyone other than God with authority. Rather, God is the
Creator of good and evil and it is up to mankind to choose which path they will follow ... 

 it may be even the Path of SATAN! ...
"As long as we do not have the newspapers around the world in our hands,

in order to deceive the people and to stun them ...
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... as long as remains our dominion over the world
a pipe dream"

Rabbi Moses Montegiore on the Sanhedrin Congress to Krakow

 THE JEWISH PROBLEM IN ITALY
The persecution of the Jews in 1938

1933-1934 begins antisemitism.
In various newspapers, signs of anti-Semitism appears.

The Jews are accused of wanting to conquer the world power.

1938 visit of Adolf Hitler

The theory of the purity of the Italian race is supported.
Jews are strange and dangerous for the Italian people.

 

In the summer of 1938
the press published articles against the Jews,

to create public opinion about the new race laws.

On September 1, 1938, the new law was published,
which excludes all Jews from public life;

Italy's racial laws restricted the rights of Jews
and expelled them from government,

university and other fields.

On the hunt for Jews
also participate the prefectures,

the police and Carabinieri.
 According to previously unpublished diaries by his longtime mistress.

was Benito Mussolini a fierce anti-Semite, who proudly said,

that his hatred for Jews precedes Adolf Hitler's
and vowed to "destroy them all"!
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"Wars are the crops of the Jews.

For these crops, we must destroy the Christians
and take their gold to us. We already destroyed 100 million

And that is far from the end!"

(Chief Rabbi Reich Horn, France 1859)

 "I can't understand,
how they can think
I'm imitating Hitler"

‘I have been a racist since 1921’
We must give the Italians a sense of race

Benito Mussolini in August 1938

Mussolini was strongly anti-Semitic,
even though early on there was some Jewish support

for his movement.
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The racial policy should cause the removal of all Jews from our Italy.  In September 1938 Mussolini decides, the
expulsion of the majority of foreign Jews, then in February 1940, the expulsion of Italian Jews within ten years.  The

war beginning on June 10, 1940 blocked the implementation of these decisions.

 

Former Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi
caused controversy, for honoring Benito Mussolini

on Holocaust Memorial Day.

"Benito Mussolini was a good leader",
he said !

He was speaking
at a Milan ceremony commemorating

victims of the Nazi Holocaust.
Jan 27, 2013
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  Mark Zuckerberg

The Evil One, the Prince of Darkness, the ghost behind
Facebook.
A slew of studies have recently reveal, that Facebook is a platform of pure death and
suffering.

At a presentation for the American Psychological Association late last year, a California State University professor of
psychology presented research that contended that daily overuse of social media made children and teens more likely
to develop symptoms of anxiety, depression and other psychological disorders.

In addition, young adult Facebook users are more likely to be anti-social and exhibit various other psychological
disorders in addition to narcissism. Basically, everyone is screwed. It’s a self-feeding loop of hell!

 The Joy of Satan

Mark Zuckerberg is acting on an ancient biological tradition of the Jewish race.
That specific Jewish custom being torturing and murdering defenceless and innocent birds.
It is a documented fact, admitted by Jewish sources.

The images show the Facebook tycoon laughing with friends, playing with a little dog
and about to kill a chicken. The chicken was about to be used in
some kind of sacrificial rite
where Zuckerberg would cut the head off and then he and Satan
would take it in turns
to spray the blood directly into each other’s mouths.

Mark Zuckerberg practices torture and
sacrifices using jewish satanic rituals
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IT expert Julian Cook, said:
"There is one photo where his eyes look kind of weird to capture his Satanic

essence."

Who practices sin is of the devil; for the devil has sinned from the beginning.   1 John 3: 8

The jewish soul, known as "serpent's nest"
The Jews - Satan's children on earth!     Jesus was right ... ?!

THE RESIDENCE OF SATAN IN ISRAEL - THE COURT OF JERUSALEM

... is TOP SECRET and is full of symbols of Freemasonry and Satanism.
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The representative of Lucifer on earth, his second, David Rockefeller, who long ago formed a Corporation
"Lucifer's Trust" (later changed to the name "Lucy's Trust"), and 12 other bankers, are part of this family of
psychopaths and murderers, obsessed with power, to want to establish a "World Government" ...!?

For them, there is no morality, dignity and justice, for them there is only Lie - Fraud - Murder. 
They have no creed or religion and exploit even the jews, in order to achieve their goal:

THE NEW WORLD ORDER (?)

Jew Anton LaVey

The Rothschild's and the Rockefellers, as also all other bankers belong not to the (so called) jewish
religion, their origin is Khazarian, Mongolian people who was repeatedly beaten and was finally expelled
from their land, and then they was scattered throughout Europe by acquiring the jewish religion. Since

then, they didn't use this religion because they were really jewish ... but simply to exploit it.

Those, who today consider to manage the resources of the earth, declare themselves as jewish ... but
they are not! The jewish people is still unaware, that soon they shall disappear ... The Khazars want the
Israeli people to be totally exterminated.

Jerusalem was chosen as the capital of the new world government, and then there will be no place for
those, who are against Satan. These people have no emotion and cause a massacre, genocide against its
own jewish population in order to extinguish it and then blame it on Iran. Their plan is to destroy the entire
world economy  .....

"We will have a new world order and government,
whether they like it or not. With their agreement or not.

The only question is, if this form of government
must be achieved voluntarily or by force."

The Jewish banker Paul Warburg,
US Senate, 17.02.1950
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AlI non-Jewish nations will be burned to lime.
Sotha 35b:

Kill a Goyim (a Christian) .
:

Save no Goyim in times of danger or death.
You shall have no compassion for them.

HILKOTH AKUM X1

"Rhapsody on a Nightmare"
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TINA'S fallacious path of agony
$&%-need another Hero! 

Yahweh (GOD) created the non-Jew,
so that Jews do not have to be served by animals.
The non-Jew is therefore an animal in human form,

will serve forever to the Jews.
NIDRATSCH TALPIOTH  S.225
oprah-winfrey airways

    

"The masses will lick our feets and serve us as slaves!"

Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin
in a speech to the Knesset.
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.
"Germany is the biggest enemy of Judaism
and must be pursued with deadly hatred.

Our aim is therefore a merciless campaign against all Germans,
a complete destruction of this nation.

An economic blockade against any German,
their wives and children!"

.
The Jewish professor Kulischer, October 1937

 

"I hope everyone German, west of the Rhine
and wherever we will attack, will be destroyed"

.
R.F. Keeling, 1939

 
"Millions of Jews in America, England, France, Africa and Palestine are resolved

to carry the extermination war against Germany,
until total destruction."

.
The Central Council of Jews in Holland

13 Sept 1939
The Architecture in the Era of Myths and Romanticism ...
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                               ... celebrated by Mystics!

Destroy the Gentiles (non-jews) and remove them from the face of this earth.
Destroy even all memory of Amalek (the Germans)

Talmud KONNEX ZOHAR I, 25
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Coming soon

to theaters near you!

 
 

 

Bobby Fischer
Jew and chess genius

"The Jews are criminal scum"
He denied the Holocaust (although even Jewish origin) and welcomed the terrorist attacks

on the World Trade Center of September 11 2001 as "wonder- full news"!

The Jews are a criminal people. They are incredibly vicious bastards.""
They are the scum of the world!"

Radio Baguio , Philippines, 11, 9, 2001

The U.S. Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense are dirty Jews. "
Radio Baguio , Philippines, 24.5.1999

When you talk about Jews , then you scratch the bottom of the barrel of humanity"
in Baguio Radio, Philippines, 11.9.2001

 
Bobby Fischer however, was not the only highly intelligent Jew,

among his racial comrades, who considered the Jews, more or less for
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"The scum of the mankind"

Here just for example, Brafmann Jacob, Aron Brimann,
Otto Weininger, Arthur Trebitsch, Ludwig Geiger

and Philipp Lenard.

Even Jesus did not hesitate to reveal his aversion about the satanic Jews,
but did not make of his Heart a den of murderers ...

"You have the devil for your father!"
 The Jewish Sect "Neturei Karta"

The legendary cult leader Moshe Hirsch
has united with the PLO, in the hope

that they may destroy Israel.

Neturei Karta ...
... consider the Nazi Holocaust of six million Jews 

as "God's punishment" because of the establishment of a Jewish state by Zionists.

Such a state may only occur in accordance with the will of God.
and not man-made ...

In this ideology have been Adolf Hitler and the Germans
an instrument of God, to punish the sinful Jews!
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DEATH to the Synagogue of Satan

      

"And the hour will come,
when the most evil world enemy of all times
will have played out its role for perhaps

a thousand years at least!"

ADOLF HITLER
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 The Jews are a stack of fuck-shit flying ...
*** Sandy Rodella ***
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